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The Ex Husbands Revenge Chapter 2791-“Mister Wolf, this is the Emperor 
Herb! I’m giving it to you. Please accept it.” 

Elder Daglesh retrieved a delicately wrapped box and placed it in front of 
Leon, before opening it. 

There was an air-dried herb inside. The tips of the roots formed a star-like 
shape. It did not look like a flower or a grass. 

Its fragrance was calming and refreshing. This was indeed an Emperor Herb. 

“Elder Daglesh, thank you. But this is too valuable and I can’t just accept this. 

Just name a price so I can buy it from you,” Leon said hesitantly. 

Though he truly wanted Emperor Herb, it was far too valuable and he could 
not accept it as a gift as the Dagleshs would suffer a great loss if he did. 

“It’s fine! This Emperor Herb won’t be of much use to US and I truly wish to 
give it to you. If you felt guilty about it, just consider this as you owe US one 
favor. In the future, all you need to do is help US out when we are in trouble, ” 
Elder Daglesh smiled. 

“Well,” Leon was rendered speechless. 

At this point, it seemed only reasonable for him to accept the Emperor Herb. 

However, he was still hesitant when he thought of the partnership. 

Since he decided to work with the Morrisons, the Dagleshs’ effort all went to 
waste and he felt guilty toward them. 

If he accepted such a valuable gift without paying a price, it would be rude and 
he could sleep at night. 

Instantly, he was at a crossroads and indecisive as to whether he should 
accept the gift. 

Just as he contemplated, he glanced at Elder Daglesh and noticed something. 



“Hang on!” He frowned and stared intently at Elder Daglesh, his expression 
darkening. 

“Mister Wolf, what is it? Why are you looking at me like that?” Elder Daglesh 
touched his cheek in confusion. 

“Elder Daglesh, I notice something off with your complexion. If I’m not 
mistaken, something is wrong with your health, and your life will be in danger 
within the next few months,” Leon said seriously. 

His skills in medicine were unrivalled and he did not notice anything wrong 
with Elder Daglesh earlier on because the symptoms were minimal. 

“What?” Elder Daglesh and the others were all shocked. 

She was not the only one as her parents felt the same. 

Her father, Mateo, was more angry than the others. 

Elder Daglesh refused to listen to the others and insisted on giving Leon the 
Emperor Herb. 

 

The Ex Husbands Revenge Chapter 2792-“Mister Wolf, I may be old but I’ve 
always been healthy. I’ve not experienced any illness. Don’t you think it’s too 
much to claim that I won’t live past the next few months?” Elder Daglesh’s 
expression darkened. 

He treated Leon as an esteemed guest and even intended to give Emperor 
Herb out for free. From his perspective, he was incredibly kind to Leon. 

Yet, Leon claimed that he only had a few more months to live and this 
sounded like a curse. 

It was only natural for him to be displeased. 

Even Jensen, who befriended Leon, was upset by what Leon said. 

■’Elder Daglesh, you’re mistaken. I don’t mean to curse you or anything. I’m 
telling the truth. If you don’t believe me, you can try pressing the point under 
your third rib,” Leon explained sincerely. 



“Under my third rib?” Elder Daglesh was baffled, but did as he was told and 
immediately felt a sharp pain. 

Elder Daglesh gasped. 

“Dad, what’s wrong?” Mateo was shocked by his reaction and the others 
immediately looked at Elder Daglesh with concern. 

”1 don’t know why but when I press down on this spot, it feels like I’m getting 
stabbed. It hurts and I feel like suffocating. It’s not that severe, though,” Elder 
Daglesh said with a frown. 

■’What?’ Mateo and the others paled. 

Since Elder Daglesh was a skilled martial artist, he was always stronger than 
ordinary people. 

Hence, they all assumed that Leon was cursing Elder Daglesh and were all 
offended. 

However, Elder Daglesh claimed that he felt a piercing sensation under his rib 
and this did not seem normal. 

As they were all shocked, they now realized that Leon may be telling the truth. 

“Mister Wolf, what’s going on? Is something wrong with my grandpa’s health?” 

Jensen asked worriedly. 

They all knew that losing control of their energy was a horrible thing for all 
martial artists. 

 

The Ex Husbands Revenge Chapter 2793-“Grandpa, is what Mister Wolf said 
true? Have you noticed anything odd when you train?” Jensen asked and the 
others turned their attention to Elder Daglesh. 

Though Leon’s explanation was detailed, they were not doctors and could not 
tell if Leon was telling the truth. 

However, they knew that Elder Daglesh would at least feel something if he 
was on the brink of losing control of his energy. 



“Yeah, I think so! I’ve been struggling to concentrate lately and there’s a 
difference between my condition compared to the past,” Elder Daglesh said 
thoughtfully. 

He reached the Intermediate Almighty State over a decade ago, yet was not 
This frustrated him and because of that, he was trying to break past the 
barrier of his training by force in the hope of reaching the next power level. 

However, each attempt ended up in failure. 

At first, he did not pay much mind to it, but realization dawned on him once he 
heard what Leon had to say. 

Perhaps he was rushing things. He failed each time he tried to get past the 
barrier of his training and it had somehow become a mental load for him, 
which indirectly caused his current situation. 

Instantly, he became convinced of what Leon said. 

■’How can this happen?” The Dagleshs were all shaken. 

Since Elder Daglesh claimed that something felt off when he trained, it would 
mean that Leon was telling the truth and they all started to believe him. 

“Jensen, go get Doctor Otway here so that he can check on your grandpa,” 

Mateo snapped out of it and commended decisively. 

Doctor Otway was a famous doctor in the area and his skills were unrivaled in 
the western region. 

“Sure!” Jensen said. 

He stood and prepared to find Doctor Otway when Leon stopped him. 

 

The Ex Husbands Revenge Chapter 2794-“What? Mister Wolf, you can cure 
my grandfather? You’re not a doctor. Are you messing with us?” Jensen was 
taken aback. 

After spending a few days with Leon, he knew quite a lot about Leon. 



Though Leon was young, he was a formidable martial artist and a talented 
businessman. However, Leon was not a professional doctor and he never 
heard that Leon knew medicine. 

Since Elder Daglesh was about to lose control of his energy, this was 
something that ordinary doctors could not treat. 

Leon was not even a doctor and he could not believe that Leon had the skills 
to treat Elder Daglesh. 

“Jensen’s right. Mister Wolf, thank you for offering. Doctor Otway is a famous 
doctor here in the Western region and his skills are unrivaled! I think it’s safer 
for him to treat my father!” Mateo said and rejected Leon’s offer. 

This was the first time he met Leon and knew almost nothing about him. 

If even Jensen had doubts about Leon’s skills, he felt even more so and did 
not think Leon had what it took to cure Elder Daglesh. 

Treating someone ill was not child’s play. 

Leon was not even thirty and even if he knew something about medicine, he 
could not be that skilled. 

There was no way that he would allow him to treat Leon as Leon may end up 
worsening Elder Daglesh’s condition. 

Instead of taking such a risk, it was better to get Doctor Otway to treat Elder 
Daglesh. 

Doctor Otway was a recognized doctor who would surely be more skilled than 
an amateur like Leon. 

It would only be safe for Doctor Otway to treat Elder Daglesh. 

“I don’t think so. Elder Daglesh’s condition is unique and even if others treat 
him, it would take quite some time. It’s different for me. I’m confident that I can 
cure Elder Daglesh within a short period without any side effects, ■’ Leon said 
calmly. 

He knew that Elder Daglesh’s mental state was likely what caused his current 
condition and this was a unique condition that could hardly be cured. 



Even if Elder Daglesh would end up cured, he may be traumatized by the 
process. 

Almighty State. 

With his skills, he could easily resolve Elder Daglesh’s mental issues within a 
short period. 

Almighty State. 

 

The Ex Husbands Revenge Chapter 2795-‘What? Are you trying to say that 
you are better than Doctor Otway? Mister Wolf, don’t you think that’s too 
arrogant of you?” The Dagleshs were all shocked. 

Since Leon was not a professional doctor, they were all skeptical about his 
skills, yet Leon claimed to be better than Doctor Otway. 

There was no way that they would believe him. 

Candice, who had a poor impression of Leon, felt that Leon was unreliable for 
bluffing and became even more appalled by him. 

“Wolf, why are you bluffing? Doctor Otway is the most skilled doctor in the 
Western region with impeccable skills! You’re just an amateur and not even a 
professional doctor. How can you be better than Doctor Otway? Do you take 
us for fools?” Candice mocked with a dark expression. 

“Miss Morrison, I’m not bluffing! I’m telling the truth. If I can tell that Elder 
Daglesh is ill, I naturally can treat him! You don’t have to worry.” Leon frowned 
and said sincerely. 

He never accepted any payment or compensation for treating others. 

Under normal circumstances, he would not beg to treat someone if they did 
not believe in his skills. 

However, the situation was different this time. 

Elder Daglesh treated him as an esteemed guest and even intended to give 
him the precious Emperor Herb. 



Even if the others did not trust him, he could not just give up and leave Elder 
Daglesh to die. 

Hence, he patiently explained to the others in the hope that they would let him 
treat Elder Daglesh. 

“Well,” Seeing how sincere he was, the others fell silent. 

Though they did not believe in Leon’s skills, he was not wrong. 

If he could tell that something was wrong with Elder Daglesh and Elder 
Daglesh confirmed that he sensed something off with his body, Leon was 
skilled enough to treat Elder Daglesh. 

However, Leon was too young and they were concerned about his ability. 

Instantly, they were all at a crossroads and could not decide if they wanted 
Leon to treat Elder Daglesh. 

Since Leon wished to treat him out of kindness, he saw no reason to reject 
Leon. 

Eventually, he decided to accept treatment from Leon. 

If Leon messed up, he could get Jensen to bring Doctor Otway over then. 

 

 


